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ECOHomes Store are delighted to introduce two new products to our
growing range which are detailed below.
To discuss your needs or plans, call us on 028 2587 8650 or check out our website www.ecohomesstore.co.uk - for a full list of products and services.

Downlight Covers

Dolle Clickfix Certified Airtight Attic Stairs
Dolle ClickFix certified airtight attaic stairs with
50 mm insulation = U-value 0,65 W/m² C.
ClickFix is a complete line of attic ladders based
on the unique patented ClickFix technology.
The entire product range is known by the low
u-value and the quick and easy installation.
Normal, traditional attic ladders are fitted with
little or no thought given to their thermal or
air-tight performance. Typically 25% of
household energy wastage is lost through air
leakage.
The insulation and the construction of the
trapdoor reduces heat loss. ClickFIX 56 is
delivered with non-slip treads for extra security
and a wooden push/pull rod for easy operation
of the attic ladder.
3-section attic ladder.120x60 cm
•
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•
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•

Dolle Clickfix Certified Airtight Attic
Hatch
600 x 1200 mm
Max floor height 2850mm
U Value 0.65 W/m2k
Class 4 airtight - Rosenheim IFT
EN12207 test at 600pa

Ceiling down-lights present particular challenges
for air-tight design and continuity of the
insulation layer. An unprotected down-light
within a ceiling represents a direct path for
heated or conditioned air to pass from a
habitable area into a cold attic space. Typically
25% of household energy wastage is lost
through air leakage.
Down-lights are the source of a high proportion
of air leakage in the home, each down-light can
typically pass 20 cubic metres of conditioned air
from the house into the attic space per hour at
50pa pressure and this air and energy is lost.
The ‘Down-light Attic Seal’ is an innovative one
stop solution for achieving a safe, easy to install
sealing system for down-lights.
The fitting of the ‘Down-light Attic Seal’
dramatically reduces the volume of air leakage
through each down-light and in fact at normal
pressures totally negates it, therefore reducing
draughts and energy loss.
The ‘Down-light Attic Seal’ also ensures an
effective moisture barrier is maintained.
It is widely known that for thermal insulation to
be effective, it needs to be continuous!
Gaps in ceiling insulation dramatically reduces
its overall performance, typically insulation performance is reduced by 50% if only 5% of the
ceiling area is not fully insulated.

WAS: £157.25 + VAT

The ‘Down-light Attic Seal’ restores ceiling
performance to similar level as an un-penetrated
ceiling by allowing the insulation to be
continuous and uninterrupted over the whole
area of the ceiling saving energy and carbon
emissions and COST!

NOW: £147.20 + VAT

PRICE: £7.60 + VAT each

PRICE:

